Pipes Installed Skewed Through Wall

**SECTION A-A**

- CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE COLLAR AROUND PIPE
- 24" WIDE MIN.
- GRAVITY (NON-REINFORCED) PORTION
- REINFORCED PORTION

**PROFILE VIEW**

- 41" SERIES HALF BLOCK (NON PC)
- 41" PC BLOCK
- 28" SERIES HALF TOP BLOCK (NON PC)
- 28" PC TOP BLOCK
- PC 28T, PC 28T, PC 28T, PC 28T, PC 28T, PC 28T
- PC 41M, PC 41M, PC 41M, PC 41M, PC 41M, PC 41M
- PC 28M XT-, PC 28M XT-, PC 28M XT-, PC 28M XT-, PC 28M XT-, PC 28M XT-
- PC 26M XT-, PC 26M XT-, PC 26M XT-, PC 26M XT-, PC 26M XT-, PC 26M XT-
- PC 28B XT-, PC 28B XT-, PC 28B XT-, PC 28B XT-, PC 28B XT-, PC 28B XT-
- 24" REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE SHOWN
- GEOGRID STRIP REINFORCEMENT

**3D VIEW FROM BACK**

- SKewed PIPE MUST BE LOCATED ABOVE THE REINFORCED PORTION OF A COMBINATION GEOGRID/GRAVITY WALL
- CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE COLLAR AROUND PIPE
- 28" PC TOP BLOCKS
- 41" PC BLOCKS
- 28" PC BLOCKS
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